
23 June 2002 J3/02-213

Subject: Addressing comments in 02-209 concerning 02-166r2
From: Van Snyder

1 Introduction1

It’s difficult to review ones own material: Being close to its development, one knows what one2

wants to say, so words on paper look right.3

Since Malcolm hasn’t been able to come to meetings, I have been suspicious that my papers were4

getting through subgroup too easily, and too much like they were originally written. Judging5

from the number and severity of problems noticed by the Editor in 02-209, my fears were not6

groundless.7

The Editor’s concern that characteristics of dummy arguments are excluded by the insertion8

at 255:5 is misplaced: Procedure characteristics include its dummy argument characteristics.9

The Editor expressed concern that a pre-existing passage at [277:5] says an interface is “for” a10

dummy argument, but it’s not clear what that means. This is addressed by the edit for [257:22]11

below.12

2 Edits13

Edits refer to 02-007r2. Page and line numbers are displayed in the margin. Absent other14

instructions, a page and line number or line number range implies all of the indicated text is to15

be replaced by associated text, while a page and line number followed by + (-) indicates that16

associated text is to be inserted after (before) the indicated line. Remarks are noted in the17

margin, or appear between [ and ] in the text.18

[The problem here is that a name isn’t an external procedure. It predates 02-166r2. Editor: 81:1319

Insert “the name of” before “an”.]20

[Editor: Insert “(12.3.2.1)” after “body”.] 81:1721

[What is “it”? Editor: “it” ⇒ “a name that has the EXTERNAL attribute”; “the name” ⇒ 81:2822

“a name has the EXTERNAL attribute but”.]23

[Editor: Insert “the name of” after “not”.] 81:2924

[Editor: “If the” ⇒ “Within a scoping unit, if a”.] 81:3725

[Editor: “none of the above apply” ⇒ “a name has the EXTERNAL attribute but it is not the 81:3926

name of an external procedure or block data program unit,”.]27

[Editor: Delete the \ characters before the { and } characters that are delimiters for the \mindex 257:2028

macro’s argument. As it stands, it put { in the index.]29

[Editor: “its” ⇒ “, a dummy procedure or external procedure having that”.] 257:2230

[The BIND attribute was deleted from the list of characteristics of procedures by 02-166r2. It 392:15-1631

also doesn’t make any sense that a dummy argument has a binding label. Editor: delete “If ...32

argument.”]33

[Editor: “in the case of generic names. A” ⇒ “that an interface body may have the same name 394:1634

as a dummy procedure, and a”.35
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